
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I leave this place, where I ____________________!1. (insult)'ve been insulted

This apparatus ________________ in determination of the velocity of
sound.
2.

(use)
has been used

Mention ________________ of Mrs. Radcliffe.3. (make)has been made

If they ____________________ in any instance, it has been to render them
more simple.
4.

(alter)
have been altered

The pain of mentioning this dreadful encounter to my friend
__________________ me.
5.

(spare)has been spared

When this question ___________________, then it will be time to push our
inquiries farther back.
6.

(settle)
has been settled

On Tuesday morning I shall draw a million francs in London before the
slightest suspicion ___________________.
7.

(arouse)has been aroused

The moral perfection of this character __________________ in question,
we think, by those who did not understand it.
8.

(call)
has been called

I must confess, however, that my expectations
__________________________, and that but little has come here as yet.
9.

(not/fulfill)
have not been fulfilled

I suppose the phenomenon ____________________ for twenty years.10.
(repeat)

has been repeated

_________________________ from the curse of the law?11.
(you/redeem/?)

Have you been redeemed

The original punctuation, language and spelling
_____________________, except where noted.
12.

(retain)have been retained

The original spacing _____________________ in all cases.13. (preserve)has been preserved
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This chapter ____________________ as a definition of the country
community.
14.

(intend)
has been intended

They ______________________ to sacrifice profit to safety.15. (compel)have been compelled

With respect to the benefit derived from crossing distinct varieties, plenty
of evidence _____________________.
16.

(publish)has been published

I suppose in about a fortnight we shall be told that he ________________
in San Francisco.
17.

(see)
has been seen

Other obvious printer errors ______________________ without note.18.
(correct)

have been corrected

A copy of a 1715 edition _____________________.19. (not/find)has not been found

Some illustrations __________________ to avoid breaking up the text.20.
(move)

have been moved
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